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The Crowned Cannibals-Riḍā Barāhanī 1977
The Crowned Cannibals-Reza Baraheni 1977
Mysteries of My Land-Reza Baraheni 2021-09-15 Hossein Tanzifi, a young English interpreter for
American advisors in Iran, is caught at a crossroads when he witnesses the assassination of an
American adviser by thirteen army officers. Hossein, who had no role in the incident, is sentenced to
life in prison. Fourteen people were executed for the murder and he is the only one who knows what
happened and who is covering it up. Eighteen years later, during the Iranian revolution, Hossein is
released from prison and while dodging his own murder, he searches for the one woman who can
unveil the truth. The story, as told by this world-famous novelist, is a historical fiction, characterdriven novel narrated from different perspectives. It weaves together the plights of characters from
opposite hemispheres of the world. It is renowned for being the single most accurate depiction of the
social atmosphere of Iran from 1959 to 1979 which led up to the overthrow of the Pahlavi dynasty
under Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi through a popular uprising and its replacement with the
Islamic Republic of Iran.
United States and Iran-Maryam Y. Yekta Steininger 2009-08-16 This book discusses Iranian culture
before and after the Islamic Revolution of 1979, based on research conducted among American
scholars who had lived and worked in Iran. It covers the religion and literature of the Iranian people,
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their attitudes toward technology, work, family, and authority, and their attitude towards Western
culture.
Borders and Brethren-Brenda Shaffer 2002-10-02 The Azerbaijani people have been divided between
Iran and the former Soviet republic of Azerbaijan for more than 150 years, yet they have retained
their ethnic identity. The collapse of the Soviet Union and the emergence of an independent
Azerbaijan have only served to reinforce their collective identity. In Borders and Brethren, Brenda
Shaffer examines trends in Azerbaijani collective identity from the period of the Islamic Revolution
in Iran through the Soviet breakup and the beginnings of the Republic of Azerbaijan (1979-2000).
Challenging the mainstream view in contemporary Iranian studies, Shaffer argues that a distinctive
Azerbaijani identity exists in Iran and that Azerbaijani ethnicity must be a part of studies of Iranian
society and assessments of regime stability in Iran. She analyzes how Azerbaijanis have maintained
their identity and how that identity has assumed different forms in the former Soviet Union and Iran.
In addition to contributing to the study of ethnic identity, the book reveals the dilemmas of ethnic
politics in Iran.
Persian Language, Literature and Culture-Kamran Talattof 2015-03-05 Critical approaches to the
study of topics related to Persian literature and Iranian culture have evolved in recent decades. The
essays included in this volume collectively demonstrate the most recent creative approaches to the
study of the Persian language, literature, and culture, and the way these methodologies have
progressed academic debate. Topics covered include; culture, cognition, history, the social context
of literary criticism, the problematics of literary modernity, and the issues of writing literary history.
More specifically, authors explore the nuances of these topics; literature and life, poetry and nature,
culture and literature, women and literature, freedom of literature, Persian language, power, and
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censorship, and issues related to translation and translating Persian literature in particular. In
dealing with these seminal subjects, contributors acknowledge and contemplate the works of Ahmad
Karimi Hakkak and other pioneering critics, analysing how these works have influenced the field of
literary and cultural studies. Contributing a variety of theoretical and inter-disciplinary approaches
to this field of study, this book is a valuable addition to the study of Persian poetry and prose, and to
literary criticism more broadly.
Equal Rights Is Our Minimum Demand-Diana Childress 2011-01-01 On June 12, 2005, hundreds of
women gathered outside Tehran University in Tehran, Iran. These women were protesting an issue
that Iranian women have battled for more than one hundred years: gender inequality. Living in a
conservative Muslim culture, Iranian women are subjected to discriminatory laws that serve the
male-dominated society. In public, Iranian women must not be seen with men not related to them,
and they must wear clothing completing covering their body and their hair. Many laws punish
women even more harshly. If a woman is caught committing adultery, she can be sentenced to death
by stoning. Yet men are free to have many wives and even enter temporary marriages. In the 1900s,
Iranian women began protesting unjust laws and fighting for equality. For a time, under monarchs
wishing to modernize, Iran became more lenient. Women began dressing as they wished, mixing
socially with men, and working outside their homes. But after the Islamic Revolution of 1979, harsh
punishments for moral offenses again became law. Women in professional occupations lost their
jobs, and gender separation was enforced in public places. Iranian women continue to struggle
against an oppressive regime, but they refuse to stop protesting. In this powerful story, we ll learn
how Iranian women have been punished and discriminated against by their patriarchal government,
but yet they maintain their pursuit of equal rights. We ll also see what their hopes and dreams are
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for the future.
Failing the Crystal Ball Test-Ofira Seliktar 2000 Offers a systematic analysis of predictive failure in
one of Americas greatest foreign policy debacles.
Encyclopedia of World Poetry-R. Victoria Arana 2015-04-22 Provides a comprehensive introduction
to 20th- and 21st-century world poets and their most famous, most distinctive, and most influential
poems.
The Facts on File Companion to World Poetry-R. Victoria Arana 2008-01-01
Mute Dreams, Blind Owls, and Dispersed Knowledges-Michael M. J. Fischer 2004-08-16 Over the
past decade Iranian films have received enormous international attention, garnering both critical
praise and popular success. Combining his extensive ethnographic experience in Iran and his broad
command of critical theory, Michael M. J. Fischer argues that the widespread appeal of Iranian
cinema is based in a poetics that speaks not only to Iran’s domestic cultural politics but also to the
more general ethical dilemmas of a world simultaneously torn apart and pushed together.
Approaching film as a tool for anthropological analysis, he illuminates how Iranian filmmakers have
incorporated and remade the rich traditions of oral, literary, and visual media in Persian culture.
Fischer reveals how the distinctive expressive idiom emerging in contemporary Iranian film reworks
Persian imagery that has itself been in dialogue with other cultures since the time of Zoroaster and
ancient Greece. He examines a range of narrative influences on this expressive idiom and imagery,
including Zoroastrian ritual as it is practiced in Iran, North America, and India; the mythic stories,
moral lessons, and historical figures written about in Iran’s national epic, the Shahnameh; the
dreamlike allegorical world of Persian surrealism exemplified in Sadeq Hedayat’s 1939 novella The
Blind Owl; and the politically charged films of the 1960s and 1970s. Fischer contends that by
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combining Persian traditions with cosmopolitan influences, contemporary Iranian filmmakers—many
of whom studied in Europe and America—provide audiences around the world with new modes of
accessing ethical and political experiences.
Farewell Shiraz-Cyrus Kadivar 2017 In Farewell Shiraz, Kadivar tells the story of his family and
childhood against the tumultuous backdrop of twentieth-century Iran, from the 1905-1907
Constitutional Revolution to the fall of Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi, before presenting accounts of
his meetings with key witnesses to the Shah's fall and the rise of Khomeini. Each of the people
interviewed provides a richly detailed picture of the momentous events that took place and the
human drama behind them.
Taking Power-John Foran 2005-11-17 Taking Power analyzes the causes behind some three dozen
revolutions in the Third World between 1910 and the present. It advances a theory that seeks to
integrate the political, economic, and cultural factors that brought these revolutions about, and links
structural theorizing with original ideas on culture and agency. It attempts to explain why so few
revolutions have succeeded, while so many have failed. The book is divided into chapters that treat
particular sets of revolutions including the great social revolutions of Mexico 1910, China 1949,
Cuba 1959, Iran 1979, and Nicaragua 1979, the anticolonial revolutions in Algeria, Vietnam, Angola,
Mozambique, and Zimbabwe from the 1940s to the 1970s, and the failed revolutionary attempts in
El Salvador, Peru, and elsewhere. It closes with speculation about the future of revolutions in an age
of globalization, with special attention to Chiapas, the post-September 11 world, and the global
justice movement.
After Orientalism- 2003-01-01 How does Edward Said’s Orientalism speak to us today? What
relevance did and does it have politically and intellectually? How and in what modes does
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Orientalism engage with new, intersecting fields of inquiry? At the occasion of the twenty-fifth
anniversary of Orientalism these questions shape the essays collected in the present volume. The
“after” of the title does not only guide the contributions in a look on past discussions, but specifically
points at future research as well. Orientalism’s critical entanglements are thus connected to
productive looks; these productive looks make us read differently, but only after we recognize our
struggle with the dominant notions that we live by, that divide and unite us. More specifically, this
volume addresses three fields of research enabling productive looks: visual culture; the body,
sexuality and the performative; and national identities, modernity and gender. All articles, weaving
delicate, new analytical and theoretical textures, maintain vital links with at least two of the fields
mentioned. Orientalism’s role as a cultural catalyst is gauged in the analysis of materials such as
Iranian film, 16th and 17th century Venetian representations of “the Turk,” Barthes’ take on
Japanese culture, modern Arab travel narratives, Palestinian popular culture, photography on and of
the Maghreb, Japanese queer and gay culture, the 19th century Illustrated London News, theories
on migration and exile, postcolonial cinema, and Hanan al-Shaykh’s and Mai Ghoussoub’s writing on
civil war in Lebanon. Authors include: Karina Eileraas, Belgin Turan Özkaya, Joshua Paul Dale, John
Potvin, Mark McLelland, Tina Sherwell, Nasrin Rahimieh, Stephen Morton, Anastasia Vallasopoulos,
Suha Kudsieh and Kate McInturff.
Modernizing Repression-Jeremy Kuzmarov 2012 A probing analysis of the impact of American
policing operations abroad
Statistics of Democide-Rudolph J. Rummel 1998 And conclusions -- Pre-twentieth century democide - 1. The megamurderers. Japan's savage military ; The Khmer Rouge Hell State ; Turkey's ethnic
purges ; The Vietnamese War state ; Poland's ethnic cleansing ; The Pakistani cutthroat state ; Tito's
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slaughterhouse ; Orwellian North Korea ; Barbarous Mexico ; Feudal Russia -- 2. The centi-kilo and
lesser murderers. Death by American bombing ; The horde of centi-kilo murderers ; The crown of
lesser murderers -- 3. Statistics of democide, power, and social field. The social field of democide ;
Democracy, power, and democide ; Social diversity, power, and democide ; Culture and democide ;
The socio-economic and geographic context of democide ; War, rebellion, and democide ; The social
field and democide ; Democide through the years.
Islamic Homosexualities-Hasan Mujtaba 1997-02 The dramatic impact of Islamic fundamentalism in
recent years has skewed our image of Islamic history and culture. Stereotypes depict Islamic
societies as economically backward, hyper-patriarchal, and fanatically religious. But in fact, the
Islamic world encompasses a great diversity of cultures and a great deal of variation within those
cultures in terms of gender roles and sexuality. The first collection on this topic from a historical and
anthropological perspective, Homosexuality in the Muslim World reveals that patterns of male and
female homosexuality have existed and often flourished within the Islamic world. Indeed, same-sex
relations have, until quite recently, been much more tolerated under Islam than in the Christian
West. Based on the latest theoretical perspectives in gender studies, feminism, and gay studies,
Homosexuality in the Muslim World includes cultural and historical analyses of the entire Islamic
world, not just the so-called Middle East. Essays show both age-stratified patterns of homosexuality,
as revealed in the erotic and romantic poetry of medieval poets, and gender-based patterns, in which
both men and women might, to varying degrees, choose to live as members of the opposite sex. The
contributors draw on historical documents, literary texts, ethnographic observation and direct
observation by both Muslim and non-Muslim authors to show the considerable diversity of Islamic
societies and the existence of tolerated gender and sexual variances.
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Christianity in Persia and the Status of Non-muslims in Iran-A. Christian Van Gorder 2010 This book
focuses on the history of Christianity in Persia and the present-day relationship that Muslims in Iran
have taken toward people of other faith traditions. The book provides a comprehensive and readable
introduction to a fascinating history with important contemporary ramifications for interfaith and
intercultural studies.
Muslim Rap, Halal Soaps, and Revolutionary Theater-Karin van Nieuwkerk 2011-12-15 From "green"
pop and "clean" cinema to halal songs, Islamic soaps, Muslim rap, Islamist fantasy serials, and
Suficized music, the performing arts have become popular and potent avenues for Islamic piety
movements, politically engaged Islamists, Islamic states, and moderate believers to propagate their
religio-ethical beliefs. Muslim Rap, Halal Soaps, and Revolutionary Theater is the first book that
explores this vital intersection between artistic production and Islamic discourse in the Muslim
world. The contributors to this volume investigate the historical and structural conditions that
impede or facilitate the emergence of a "post-Islamist" cultural sphere. They discuss the
development of religious sensibilities among audiences, which increasingly include the well-to-do
and the educated young, as well as the emergence of a local and global religious market. At the
heart of these essays is an examination of the intersection between cultural politics, performing art,
and religion, addressing such questions as where, how, and why pop culture and performing arts
have been turned into a religious mission, and whether it is possible to develop a new Islamic
aesthetic that is balanced with religious sensibilities. As we read about young Muslims and their
quest for a "cool Islam" in music, their struggle to quell their stigmatized status, or the collision of
morals and the marketplace in the arts, a vivid, varied new perspective on Muslim culture emerges.
Islam and Revolution in the Middle East-Henry Munson 1988-01-01 Analyzes the role of Islam in
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Middle Eastern society and politics, addresses the differences between the Sunni and Shi'i sects, and
discusses why an "Islamic revolution" occurred only in Iran
The Rising Tide of Cultural Pluralism-Crawford Young 1993 Two decades after the publication of his
prize-winning book, The Politics of Cultural Pluralism, Crawford Young and a distinguished panel of
contributors assess the changing impact of cultural pluralism on political processes around the
world, specifically in the former Soviet Union, China, United States, India, Ethiopia, and Guatemala.
The result is an arresting look at the dissolution of the nation-state system as we have known it.
Crawford Young opens with an overview of the dramatic rise in the political significance of cultural
pluralism and of scholars' changing understanding of what drives and shapes ethnic identification.
Mark Beissinger brilliantly explains the demise of the last great empire-state, the USSR, while
Edward Friedman notes growing challenges to the apparent cultural homogeneity of China. Nader
Entessar suggests intriguing contrasts in Azeri identity politics in Iran and the ex-USSR. Ronald
Schmidt and Noel Kent explore the language and racial dimensions of the rising multicultural
currents in the United States. Douglas Spitz shows the extent of the decline of the old secular vision
of India of the independence generation; Alan LeBaron traces the recent emergence of an assertive
Mayan identity among a submerged populace in Guatemala, long thought to be destined for
Ladinoization. A case study of the diversity and uncertain future of Ethiopia dramatically emerges
from four contrasting contributions: Tekle Woldemikael looks at the potential cultural tensions in
Eritrea, Solomon Gashaw offers a central Ethiopian nationalist perspective, Herbert Lewis reflects
the perspectives of a restless and disaffected periphery, and James Quirin provides an arresting
explanation of the construction of identity amongst the Beta Israel (Ethiopian Jews). Virginia Sapiro
steps back from specific regions, offering an original analysis of the interaction between cultural
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pluralism and gender.
Behind the War on Terror-Nafeez Mosaddeq Ahmed 2003-01-01 Using official sources, Ahmed
investigates U.S. and British claims about Iraq's WMD programs and in the process reveals the
hidden motives behind the 2003 invasion and the grand strategy of which it is a part. He shows that
the true goals of U.S.-British policy in the Middle East are camouflaged by spin, P.R. declarations
and seemingly noble words. The reality can only be comprehended through knowledge of the history
of Western intervention in the region. Ahmed demonstrates that such intervention has been dictated
ruthlessly by economic and political interests, with little regard for human rights. He traces events
of the past decades, beginning with the West's support for the highly repressive Shah of Iran, his
subsequent usurpation by the Ayatollah's Islamist regime and the West's resultant backing of
Saddam Hussein.
Discourse and Palestine-Annelies Moors 1995
Islamic Homosexualities-Will Roscoe 1997-02-01 The dramatic impact of Islamic fundamentalism in
recent years has skewed our image of Islamic history and culture. Stereotypes depict Islamic
societies as economically backward, hyper-patriarchal, and fanatically religious. But in fact, the
Islamic world encompasses a great diversity of cultures and a great deal of variation within those
cultures in terms of gender roles and sexuality. The first collection on this topic from a historical and
anthropological perspective, Homosexuality in the Muslim World reveals that patterns of male and
female homosexuality have existed and often flourished within the Islamic world. Indeed, same-sex
relations have, until quite recently, been much more tolerated under Islam than in the Christian
West. Based on the latest theoretical perspectives in gender studies, feminism, and gay studies,
Homosexuality in the Muslim World includes cultural and historical analyses of the entire Islamic
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world, not just the so-called Middle East. Essays show both age-stratified patterns of homosexuality,
as revealed in the erotic and romantic poetry of medieval poets, and gender-based patterns, in which
both men and women might, to varying degrees, choose to live as members of the opposite sex. The
contributors draw on historical documents, literary texts, ethnographic observation and direct
observation by both Muslim and non-Muslim authors to show the considerable diversity of Islamic
societies and the existence of tolerated gender and sexual variances.
The Making of Modern Iran-Stephanie Cronin 2007-07 This collection of essays, by a distinguished
group of specialists, offers a new and exciting interpretation of Riza Shah's Iran. A period of key
importance, the years between 1921-1941 have, until now, remained relatively neglected. Recently,
however, there has been a marked revival of interest in the history of these two decades and this
collection brings together some of the best of this recent new scholarship. Illustrating the diversity
and complexity of interpretations to which contemporary scholarship has given rise, the collection
looks at both the high politics of the new state and at 'history from below', examining some of the
fierce controversies which have arisen surrounding such issues as the gender politics of the new
regime, the nature of its nationalism, and its treatment of minorities.
Persian Mirrors-Elaine Sciolino 2000-10-03 No American reporter has more experience covering
Iran or more access to the private corners of Iranian society than Elaine Sciolino. As a
correspondent for Newsweek and The New York Times, she has reported on the key events of the
past two decades. She was aboard the airplane that brought Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini to Tehran
in 1979; she was there for the Iranian revolution, the hostage crisis, the Iran-Iraq war, the rise of
President Mohammad Khatami, and the riots of the summer of 1999. In Persian Mirrors, Sciolino
takes us into the public and private spaces of Iran -- the bazaars, beauty salons, aerobics studios,
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courtrooms, universities, mosques, and the presidential palace -- to capture the vitality of a society
so often misunderstood by Americans. She demystifies a country of endless complexity where, on the
streets, women swathe themselves in black and, behind high walls, they adorn themselves with
makeup and jewelry; where the laws of Islam are the law of the land, and yet the government
advertises as tourist attractions the ruins of the pre-Islamic imperial capital at Persepolis and the
synagogue where Queen Esther is said to be buried; and where even the most austere clerics recite
sensual romantic poetry, insisting that it refers to divine, and not earthly, love. Iran is also a place
with a dark side, where unpredictable repression is carried out, officially and unofficially, by forces
intent on maintaining power and influence. Sciolino deftly uses her travels throughout Iran and her
encounters with its people to portray the country as an exciting, daring laboratory where
experiments with two highly volatile chemicals -- Islam and democracy -- are being conducted. Like
the mirror mosaics found in Iran's royal palaces and religious shrines, there is more to the whole of
the country than the fragments revealed to outsiders. Persian Mirrors captures this elusive Iran.
Sciolino paints in astonishing detail and rich color the surprising inner life of this country, where a
great battle is raging, not for control over territory but for the soul of the nation.
Populism and Feminism in Iran-Haideh Moghissi 2016-07-27 Women presented the first effective
challenge to the Islamic regime and the clerical authority in post-revolutionary Iran. Women's
activism in support of their legal rights and personal freedom, however, did not develop into a
strong movement against the rising fundamentalism. The Iranian socialists did not support women's
autonomous organizations. The convergence of the Left's populism with Islamic populism, and the
influence of the Iranian/Shiite political culture that promotes male authority and female submission,
could not reconcile with women's claims to individual rights, choice, and personal freedom and their
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struggle for autonomy and self-determination in private or public life.
Homosexualities-Stephen O. Murray 2002-06-01 Breathtaking in its historical and geographical
scope, this book provides a sweeping examination of the construction of male and female
homosexualities, stressing both the variability of the forms same-sex desire can take and the key
recurring patterns it has formed throughout history. "[An] indispensable resource on same-sex
sexual relationships and their social contexts. . . . Essential reading." —Choice "[P]romises to deliver
a lot, and even more extraordinarily succeeds in its lofty aims. . . . [O]riginal and refreshing. . . . [A]
sensational book, part of what I see emerging as a new commonsense revolution within academe."
—Kevin White, International Gay and Lesbian Review
Death by Government-R. J. Rummel 1997-01-01 This is R. J. Rummel's fourth book in a series
devoted to genocide and government mass murder, or what he calls democide. He presents the
primary results, in tables and figures, as well as a historical sketch of the major cases of democide,
those in which one million or more people were killed by a regime. In Death by Government,
Rummel does not aim to describe democide itself, but to determine its nature and scope in order to
test the theory that democracies are inherently nonviolent. Rummel discusses genocide in China,
Nazi Germany, Japan, Cambodia, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Poland, the Soviet Union, and Pakistan. He
also writes about areas of suspected genocide: North Korea, Mexico, and feudal Russia. His results
clearly and decisively show that democracies commit less democide than other regimes. The
underlying principle is that the less freedom people have, the greater the violence; the more
freedom, the less the violence. Thus, as Rummel says, âThe problem is power. The solution is
democracy. The course of action is to foster freedom.â Death by Government is a compelling look
at the horrors that occur in modern societies. It depicts how democide has been very much a part of
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human history. Among other examples, the book includes the massacre of Europeans during the
Thirty Years' War, the relatively unknown genocide of the French Revolution, and the slaughtering
of American Indians by colonists in the New World. This riveting account is an essential tool for
historians, political scientists, and scholars interested in the study of genocide.
Islam Without Illusions-Ed Hotaling 2003-08-01 Unmasking the tie between Islam and modern
terrorism, Ed Hotaling explores the radical challenge posed by terrorists to the religion they claim to
follow and their threat to the world at large. Hotaling describes how Muhammad created the first
Islamic state. He was an innovative general and diplomat who respected women's rights. Hotaling
draws the stunning conclusion that if the Prophet were alive today, he would be an American.
Hotaling explains, "Just as he did in the heat of persecution, embattled leadership and war, he would
have stood up today for his principles, debated and negotiated with his rivals, tolerated their ideas
until he could win them over . . . and fought in the open." Here is the amazing story of how
Muhammad's followers conquered half the world, exceeded early Christian Europe in the arts,
sciences, and government and won the bloody battles of the Crusades. Hotaling traces the path of
Islam to modern times and the spread of Islamic Revivalism spurred by the Iranian Revolution. He
reveals its connection to the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. With compelling
precision, he uncovers alternatives to an impending cataclysmic clash of civilizations.
New Methods of Literacy Research-Peggy Albers 2013-08-22 Literacy researchers at all stages of
their careers are designing and developing innovative new methods for analyzing data in a range of
spaces in and out of school. Directly connected with evolving themes in literacy research, theory,
instruction, and practices—especially in the areas of digital technologies, gaming, and web-based
research; discourse analysis; and arts-based research—this much-needed text is the first to capture
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these new directions in one volume. Written by internationally recognized authorities whose work is
situated in these methods, each chapter describes the origin of the method and its distinct
characteristics; offers a demonstration of how to analyze data using the method; presents an
exemplary study in which this method is used; and discusses the potential of the method to advance
and extend literacy research. For literacy researchers asking how to match their work with current
trends and for educators asking how to measure and document what is viewed as literacy within
classrooms, this is THE text to help them learn about and use the rich range of new and emerging
literacy research methods.
Foucault and the Iranian Revolution-Janet Afary 2010-07-15 In 1978, as the protests against the
Shah of Iran reached their zenith, philosopher Michel Foucault was working as a special
correspondent for Corriere della Sera and le Nouvel Observateur. During his little-known stint as a
journalist, Foucault traveled to Iran, met with leaders like Ayatollah Khomeini, and wrote a series of
articles on the revolution. Foucault and the Iranian Revolution is the first book-length analysis of
these essays on Iran, the majority of which have never before appeared in English. Accompanying
the analysis are annotated translations of the Iran writings in their entirety and the at times
blistering responses from such contemporaneous critics as Middle East scholar Maxime Rodinson as
well as comments on the revolution by feminist philosopher Simone de Beauvoir. In this important
and controversial account, Janet Afary and Kevin B. Anderson illuminate Foucault's support of the
Islamist movement. They also show how Foucault's experiences in Iran contributed to a turning
point in his thought, influencing his ideas on the Enlightenment, homosexuality, and his search for
political spirituality. Foucault and the Iranian Revolution informs current discussion on the divisions
that have reemerged among Western intellectuals over the response to radical Islamism after
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September 11. Foucault's provocative writings are thus essential for understanding the history and
the future of the West's relationship with Iran and, more generally, to political Islam. In their
examination of these journalistic pieces, Afary and Anderson offer a surprising glimpse into the mind
of a celebrated thinker.
Creating the Modern Iranian Woman-Liora Hendelman-Baavur 2019-10-31 A fresh look at Iranian
popular culture and women's role within this prior to the 1979 Revolution.
Oil Wealth and the Poverty of Politics-Miriam R. Lowi 2009-11-12 How can we make sense of
Algeria's post-colonial experience – the tragedy of unfulfilled expectations, the descent into violence,
the resurgence of the state? Oil Wealth and the Poverty of Politics explains why Algeria's domestic
political economy unravelled from the mid-1980s, and how the regime eventually managed to regain
power and hegemony. Miriam Lowi argues the importance of leadership decisions for political
outcomes, and extends the argument to explain the variation in stability in oil-exporting states
following economic shocks. Comparing Algeria with Iran, Iraq, Indonesia and Saudi Arabia, she asks
why some states break down and undergo regime change, while others remain stable, or manage to
re-stabilise after a period of instability. In contrast with exclusively structuralist accounts of the
rentier state, this book demonstrates, in a fascinating and accessible study, that political stability is
a function of the way in which structure and agency combine.
Hard Times in the Lands of Plenty-Benjamin Smith 2011-05-02 That natural resources can be a curse
as well as a blessing is almost a truism in political analysis. In many late-developing countries, the
"resource curse" theory predicts, the exploitation of valuable resources will not result in stable,
prosperous states but rather in their opposite. Petroleum deposits, for example, may generate so
much income that rulers will have little need to establish efficient, tax-extracting bureaucracies,
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leading to shallow, poorly functioning administrations that remain at the mercy of the world market
for oil. Alternatively, resources may be geographically concentrated, thereby intensifying regional,
ethnic, or other divisive tensions. In Hard Times in the Land of Plenty, Benjamin Smith deciphers the
paradox of the resource curse and questions its inevitability through an innovative comparison of the
experiences of Iran and Indonesia. These two populous, oil-rich countries saw profoundly different
changes in their fortunes in the period 1960–1980. Focusing on the roles of state actors and
organized opposition in using oil revenues, Smith finds that the effects of oil wealth on politics and
on regime durability vary according to the circumstances under which oil exports became a major
part of a country's economy. The presence of natural resources is, he argues, a political opportunity
rather than simply a structural variable. Drawing on extensive primary research in Iran and
Indonesia and quantitative research on nineteen other oil-rich developing countries, Smith
challenges us to reconsider resource wealth in late-developing countries, not as a simple curse or
blessing, but instead as a tremendously flexible source of both political resources and potential
complications.
Essential Voices: Poetry of Iran and Its Diaspora-Christopher Nelson 2021-09-01 The Essential
Voices series intends to bridge English-language readers to cultures misunderstood and under- or
misrepresented. It has at its heart the ancient idea that poetry can reveal our shared humanity. The
anthology features 130 poets and translators from ten countries, including Garous Abdolmalekian,
Kaveh Akbar, Kazim Ali, Reza Baraheni, Kaveh Bassiri, Simin Behbahani, Mark S. Burrows, Athena
Farrokhzad, Forugh Farrokhzad, Persis Karim, Ahmad Karimi-Hakkak, Sara Khalili, Mimi Khalvati,
Esmail Khoi, Abbas Kiarostami, Fayre Makeig, Anis Mojgani, Yadollah Royai, Amir Safi, SAID, H.E.
Sayeh, Roger Sedarat, Sohrab Sepehri, Ahmad Shamlu, Solmaz Sharif, Niloufar Talebi, Jean
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Valentine, Stephen Watts, Sholeh Wolpé, Nima Yushij, and many others. Praise Between arm-flexing
states, the U.S. and Iran, the past burns and the future is held hostage. In a twilight present tense,
the poets emerge, sure-footed and graceful, imagining another way, another vision of being. The
range of these Iranian poets is prodigious and dizzying. Sometimes they "consider the saga of a bee /
humming over minefields / in pursuit of a flower," sometimes they "bring your lips near / and pour
your voice / into my mouth." Essential Voices: Poetry of Iran and Its Diaspora is a place where
heartbreak and hope gather. At the shores of language, drink this bracing, slaking music. —Philip
Metres, author of Shrapnel Maps Essential Voices: Poetry of Iran and its Diaspora takes the
extraordinary position that poetic arts from the homeland and diaspora should be read alongside
each other. This vital book invites English-language readers to step into a lineage and tradition
where poems—from playful to elegiac, prosaic to ornate—are fundamental to everyday living. It is
the kind of book that requires two copies: one to give to a beloved, and one to keep for oneself.
—Neda Maghbouleh, author of The Limits of Whiteness: Iranian Americans and the Everyday Politics
of Race Essential Voices: Poetry of Iran and Its Diaspora offers a profoundly satisfying journey into
the poetic canon of my homeland—an anthology with an ambition, expanse, depth, and diversity that
truly earns its essential tag. So many poets I was hoping would be in here are here, from
contemporary icons to new luminaries, plus I got to explore several poets I had never before read.
Everyone from students of poetry to masters of the form should take this ride through the soul and
psyche of Iran, which endures no matter where the border, beyond whatever the boundary!
—Porochista Khakpour, author of Brown Album: Essays on Exile and Identity Iranians rely on poetry
to give comfort, elevate the ordinary, and illuminate the darkness. Essential Voices: Poetry of Iran
and its Diaspora layers the work of the masters with fresh voices, using sensual imagery to piece
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together a society fractured by revolution, war, and exile. Let the poets lead you into an Iran beyond
the news reports—a place where tenderness and humor and bitterness and melancholia balance
together like birds on a wire, intricately connected and poised to take flight.  —Tara Bahrampour,
author of To See and See Again: A Life in Iran and America
Military Review- 2007
Professional Journal of the United States Army- 2007
On Nineteen Eighty-Four-Abbott Gleason 2010-07-28 George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four is
among the most widely read books in the world. For more than 50 years, it has been regarded as a
morality tale for the possible future of modern society, a future involving nothing less than extinction
of humanity itself. Does Nineteen Eighty-Four remain relevant in our new century? The editors of
this book assembled a distinguished group of philosophers, literary specialists, political
commentators, historians, and lawyers and asked them to take a wide-ranging and uninhibited look
at that question. The editors deliberately avoided Orwell scholars in an effort to call forth a fresh
and diverse range of responses to the major work of one of the most durable literary figures among
twentieth-century English writers. As Nineteen Eighty-Four protagonist Winston Smith has admirers
on the right, in the center, and on the left, the contributors similarly represent a wide range of
political, literary, and moral viewpoints. The Cold War that has so often been linked to Orwell's novel
ended with more of a whimper than a bang, but most of the issues of concern to him remain alive in
some form today: censorship, scientific surveillance, power worship, the autonomy of art, the
meaning of democracy, relations between men and women, and many others. The contributors bring
a variety of insightful and contemporary perspectives to bear on these questions.
Peace and World Order Studies-Barbara J. Wien 1978-01-01
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Eventually, you will enormously discover a extra experience and ability by spending more cash. yet when?
realize you say you will that you require to get those all needs afterward having significantly cash? Why dont
you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to comprehend even
more approximately the globe, experience, some places, in the same way as history, amusement, and a lot
more?
It is your enormously own time to behave reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could enjoy now is the
crowned cannibals writings on repression in iran below.
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